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What is PRME? 

The Principles for Responsible Management Education (PRME) is a United Nations-supported initiative 

founded in 2007. As a platform to raise the profile of sustainability in schools around the world, PRME 

equips today's business students with the understanding and ability to deliver change tomorrow. 

Working through Six Principles, PRME engages business and management schools to ensure they 

provide future leaders with the skills needed to balance economic and sustainability goals, while 

drawing attention to the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and aligning academic institutions 

with the work of the UN Global Compact. 

As a voluntary initiative with over 800 signatories worldwide, PRME has become the largest organised 

relationship between the United Nations and management-related higher education institutions. 

More info at: https://www.unprme.org/about  

 
PRME's Vision and Mission 

Business and management schools as well as management and leadership development institutions 

are among the most influential actors in the world, as they shape the skills and mindset of future 

leaders. 

PRME’s vision is to create a global movement and drive thought leadership on responsible manage-

ment education. PRME’s mission is to transform management education and develop the responsible 

decision-makers of tomorrow to advance sustainable development. 

PRME works closely with UN Global Compact to have management schools and business collaborate 

on common aspirations and create collective impact. 

More info at: https://www.unprme.org/about 

Contact information 

Wyższa Szkoła Handlowa

Aleksandra Ostrowskiego 22

53-238 Wrocław

71 333 11 02 

handlowa.eu

Executive Summary
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Six Principles

Principle 1  |  Purpose 
We will develop the capabilities of students to be future generators of sustain-

able value for business and society at large and to work for an inclusive and 

sustainable global economy. 

Principle 2  |  Values 
We will incorporate into our academic activities, curricula, and organisational 

practices the values of global social responsibility as portrayed in international 

initiatives such as the United Nations Global Compact. 

Principle 3  |  Method 
We will create educational frameworks, materials, processes and environments 

that enable effective learning experiences for responsible leadership.

Principle 4  |  Research
We will engage in conceptual and empirical research that advances our under-

standing about the role, dynamics, and impact of corporations in the creation 

of sustainable social, environmental and economic value. 

Principle 5  |  Partnership
We will interact with managers of business corporations to extend our knowl-

edge of their challenges in meeting social and environmental responsibilities 

and to explore jointly effective approaches to meeting these challenges.

Principle 6  |  Dialogue 
We will facilitate and support dialog and debate among educators, students, 

business, government, consumers, media, civil society organisations and other 

interested groups and stakeholders on critical issues related to global social 

responsibility and sustainability. 
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A letter from the Rector, 
dr Roman Fulneczek 

The University of Business in Wrocław has become a member of the prestig-

ious PRME community in September 2020. We realize that as a higher educa-

tion institution we are responsible for shaping attitudes of social responsibility 

among future leaders in business, politics and other dimensions of public life. 

Sustainability is a part of students’ academic life and education, staff work and 

everyday life, local community engagement and environmental awareness.  

In today’s world social responsibility and sustainable de-

velopment are very important concepts which organize 

socio-economic life. Therefore, we have put a lot of ef-

fort to implement and put into practice socially respon-

sible activities that serve sustainable development. We 

understand social responsibility as taking responsibility 

for your own decisions and their impact on the society 

and the environment. Since we are responsible for the 

quality of education of future personnel, it results from 

our mission, vision and strategy that we strive to meet 

the needs of business practice, adapting educational 

programs to the needs of the labor market. Sustainable 

development is one of the four pillars of our strategy. In 

our vision we want to become a Sustainable University, 

which educates global citizens for sustainable devel-

opment, offers new insights into urgent social, cultural, 

economic and environmental challenges and reduces 

the footprints of its operations.  

We incorporate these assumptions in our daily activi-

ties, making sure that through these actions we will be 

able to change the future of our planet. Our education 

system is distinguished by the emphasis on sustaina-

ble development. We have implemented CSR elements 

in our curricula and our graduates get acquainted with 

the leading-edge management concepts, including 

sustainable management, and are taught respecting 

the principles of sustainable development. We under-

take scientific challenges of high social and economic value. The results of our research work serve the society and 

support the development of business. As a responsible employer, we strive to provide good working conditions for our 

employees and create opportunities for their professional development. We undertake a lot of activities to strengthen 

international cooperation and partnerships with representatives of various sectors in the region and the country. 

We hope that the actions resulting from the report will shape the attitudes and behaviours of our students, employees 

and the local community. The main goal of our University is to evolve into an organization that serves the environment 

and helps the community so that the graduates’ skills meet the needs of the future. Our ambition is to create a socially 

responsible environment inside and outside the University by showing good practices and inspiring further socially re-

sponsible actions.  

 
Dr Roman Fulneczek, 

The Rector of the University 

of Business in Wrocław 
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Sustainability Board: 

An expression of the great importance of the principles of sustainable development and corporate 
social responsibility in the activities of the University is the establishment of the Sustainability Board 
at the University of Business in Wrocław (WSH).   

The Council is formed by a group of people who in their activities are particularly involved in the implementation of the 

principles of sustainable development. They are WSH employees who conduct scientific research, are involved in the 

educational process at the University, but also representatives of administrative departments which in their everyday 

activities carry out tasks resulting from the WSH Sustainable Development Strategy, through cooperation with the busi-

ness environment and the local community. Members of the Council have international experience which allows them to 

implement good practices in the WSH community. 

The purpose of the Sustainability Board is:  
• supporting the process of development of the University of Business in Wrocław towards the implemen-

tation of the UN Sustainable Development Goals until 2030 (the so-called Agenda 2030),  

• initiating solutions in the field of sustainable development and corporate social responsibility in WSH in 

the context of education, research, market and local community as well as WSH employees,   

• giving opinions on WSH strategic documents in terms of achieving the goals of Agenda 2030. 

Board Members: 

Małgorzata Leśniak-Johann graduated 

from undermentioned universities: Uni-

versity of Wroclaw - Faculty of Natural 

Sciences, doctor of Earth Sciences in the 

field of geography and American Univer-

sity Washington DC, USA - The School of 

Professional & Extended Studies, Pro-

fessional experience: adjunct at the De-

partment of Tourism and Recreation of 

the University of Business in Wroclaw, 

Member of Polish Association of Tourism, 

President of the "Naooka" educational 

association, cooperates with entities in-

volved in the development of the Lower 

Silesia region. Author of several dozen 

publications in the field of political and 

economic geography as well as tourism 

geography. Scientific interests: competi-

tiveness of regions, sustainable develop-

ment, tourism, development of tourism in 

nature-valuable areas, development fac-

tors, socio-economic local government 

units, political and economic geography, 

tourism products of Lower Silesia.  

Marta Drozdowska earned a PhD in 

Tourism Geography, an M.Sc. in Tourism 

and Regional Geography and an M.Sc. in 

Ecology from the University of Wroclaw. 

She spent one year at Edgware College 

in London and participated in the Pro-

fessional Development Program at the 

American University in Washington D.C. 

She joined the University of Business in 

2006, where she works as the Vice – Rec-

tor and the Assistant Professor.  

She is the author of several dozen sci-

entific articles concerning tourism man-

agement, new technologies in tourism 

and sustainable development in tourism. 

A participant of many international con-

ferences and visiting professor at foreign 

universities, including in Finland, Great 

Britain, Hungary, the Czech Republic, 

France, Spain, Portugal, the Netherlands, 

Lithuania, Turkey, India, Thailand, the 

United States of America.  

Co-founder and Board Member of the 

Naooka Association and the Polish Tour-

ism Association. Laureate of the Munic-

ipal Partnership Support Program Higher 

Education and Science and the Econom-

ic Activity Sector MOZART 2017. 

Aneta Szymańska graduate of the Kens-

ington College of Business in London 

(Business Administration), University of 

Wroclaw (English Philology Department 

- specialization: translation) and Wro-

claw University of Economics (Executive 

MBA). Doctor of economics (doctoral 

thesis “Public relations in the market-

ing communication system, analysis of 

applications and effectiveness of activi-

ties”). Author of the book “Public relations 

in the system of integrated marketing 

communication” and many publications 

in the field of marketing and public rela-

tions. A long-time lecturer in the fields of 

management and marketing. Participant 

of many international conferences and 

visiting professor at foreign universities, 

including in France, Germany, Greece, 

Spain, Portugal, Great Britain, Romania, 

the Netherlands, Japan, Hong Kong, 

South Africa, UAE, USA. Former Spokes-

person of the Wroclaw University of Eco-

nomics, Director of the NCJE Language 

School and Project Manager at Mainseek 

Ltd. Currently, MBA Program Director and 

Assistant Professor at the Department of 

Management, Finance and Accounting at 

the University of Business in Wroclaw. 

Dr Małgorzata Leśniak-Johann
Assistant Professor, Tourism Department – 
Head of the Sustainable Board 

Dr Marta Drozdowska  
Vice-Rector

Dr Aneta Szymańska 
Director of MBA Program 
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Board Members: Board Members: 

Agnieszka Faron graduate of doctor-

al studies at the Wroclaw University of 

Technology. She is currently working as 

an assistant professor at the Depart-

ment of Management at the University of 

Business. Author and co-author of many 

publications in Polish and foreign maga-

zines, co-author of the monograph. She 

has practical experience of working in 

the marketing department. Her research 

area, apart from broadly understood or-

ganizational management, lies in entre-

preneurship. 

Katarzyna Gryboś-Noga is an MBA grad-

uate of Kozminski University in Warsaw. 

She completed her studies at the Wrocław 

University of Economics. She worked in 

business for many years holding mana-

gerial positions. At the University she is 

involved in the organisation of events, 

including those related to environmen-

tal protection. While working in business 

and at the University, her work is focused, 

among others, on CSR.  

  
 

Paulina Hejdukowska graduated from 

Tourism Management at the Budapest 

Business School, Hungary and Physi-

cal Academy in Wroclaw, Poland. She is 

writing her doctoral dissertation about 

sustainable culinary tourism in Visegrad 

countries. In her lectures for students, 

she talks about such issues as food sav-

ing, reduction of food waste. For 2 years 

she has been running a charity foun-

dation that supports kid’s education in 

Ghana and focuses on renewable ener-

gy sources. One of the project achieve-

ments was establishment of deep water 

well and solar panels located close to 

school in Ticheli, Ghana. 

Dr Agnieszka Faron 
Vice-Dean for Student Affairs 

Katarzyna Gryboś-Noga 
Director of University Organization and 
Development 

Paulina Hejdukowska 
Erasmus+ Program Coordinator 

Ula Jagielnicka long-time radio and In-

ternet journalist, promotion and market-

ing specialist. Involved in the issues of 

sustainable mobility policy. Author of vid-

eo guides on using bicycle infrastructure 

in the city. She is active in social media, 

running the Wrocław Cycle Chic website 

promoting cycling as an excellent means 

of urban transport. She was also a mem-

ber of the team responsible for the pro-

motion of the Grow Green project in Wro-

claw under the Horizon 2020 program, 

which aims to create and study solutions 

to climate change and its effects on the 

lives of European cities.

Kamila Pihur Master of Psychology, Pro-

fessional Advisor, certified trainer, coach, 

and certified facilitator of Design Thinking 

methodology. She has been cooperating 

with the business community and NGO 

sector for 10 years, implementing pro-

fessional consulting, educational and 

coaching projects.  

Ula Jagielnicka 
Marketing Manager 

Kamila Pihur 
Career Office Coordinator 
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Content

1. About WSH  

2. Our mission, vision and values

3. Education 

4. Student involvement 

5. Employees’ engagement 

6. External engagement 

7. Care about natural environment 

8. Research 

9. Knowledge share – you are welcome to use our knowledge,  
             experience and best practice

In September 2020 the University of Business in Wrocław (WSH) joined PRME, United Nations Global Compact, where lead-

ing business and management schools from around the world are committed to building a more sustainable future by 

implementing the Six Principles and striving to achieve the SDGs. 

 

The University of Business in Wroclaw is a part of Vistula Group of Universities, which two partner universities are already 

members of PRME: Vistula University and Vistula School of Hospitality. As the Vistula Group of Universities, we are also in 

the application process to join the UN Global Compact.  

It is essential for our institution to contribute to a more sustainable and inclusive global economy, and help building more 

prosperous societies due to our curriculum and research activities. We want to constantly develop in the constantly 

changing world, which we are integrated part of. Participation in PRME is a great opportunity for our University to gain pub-

lic and social recognition in terms of our sustainable and CSR goals. We want to be a part of the society which builds the 

awareness and engagement in the fields of sustainable development and CSR. We are looking for inspiration, good prac-

tice and relevant connections to define our goals, direction and strategy in accordance with the needs of social, cultural 

economic and natural environment. 

The University of Business in Wrocław, located in the heart of Lower Silesia, the city of Wroclaw, which is a world center of 

business services and an academic city with a huge intellectual and cultural potential, aims to be a leader in business 

education for the international community focused on changing reality for the better.

WSH was established by a decision of the Ministry of National Education of 15 January 1997. The vision of creating a private 

university of business profile on the Wroclaw educational market was born in 1995 as a response to the labour market 

demand for highly qualified managerial staff. Thanks to the cooperation with prestigious foreign universities, as well as 

representatives of the world of business and science, an ambitious, constantly updated curriculum was created, which 

includes the implementation of five strategic objectives: education of managers for national and international business, 

education in accordance with European standards, education close to practice and education of high quality and educa-

tion based on international cooperation. 

1  |  About WSH: 

The most important events in 25 years of the University's history were:

• 2010: moving to a new, own office at 22 Ostrowskiego Street;

• 2014: change of the founder and joining the Vistula University Group;

• 2015: adoption of the new WSH strategy for the years 2015-2020, which is a response to the modern  

challenges of the economy and desired changes in Polish higher education;

• 2016: change in the previously pursued fields of study with a general academic profile for studies with  

a practical profile.
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Therefore, WSH - aspiring to the role of a leader among Wroclaw and Lower Silesian universities - has made an effort to 

create economic prosperity in the Lower Silesia region and Poland by educating motivated, responsible and entrepreneur-

ial graduates, ready for self-development and taking up business challenges already at the stage of their studies, which 

should take place with intensive support from a friendly group of university teachers and business practitioners.

The strategy planned for the years 2015-2020 has successfully been accomplished. Currently, a new strategy is being im-

plemented: for the years 2021-2025. The dynamically changing environment disposed the University authorities to make 

some modifications and improvements to the new strategy:

• the new strategy has been planned for 5 years, taking into consideration the fact that the University operates in very 

turbulent times;

• development plans based on objectives, tasks and short-term measures have been defined allowing for implementa-

tion of specific strategic objectives;

• in addition to the 3 previously existing, fundamental pillars, the 4th one has been added: "SUSTAINABILITY", which 

includes social, economic, cultural and environmental responsibility

Sustainability dimension of the University aims to play the leading role in implementation and creating awareness of sus-
tainability and its economic, social, cultural and environmental role in everyday life. Sustainability is a part of students’ 
academic life and education, staff work and everyday life, local community engagement and environmental awareness.

There is one department in the University structure, the Faculty of Economics and Management, with three established 

academic departments: the Department of Computer Science, the Department of Tourism and Recreation and the Depart-

ment of Management, Finance and Accounting. Currently the educational process is being carried out on three different 

levels:

• first cycle degree (bachelor or engineering degree) with a practical profile: Finance and Accounting, Tourism  

and Recreation, Management, Computer Engineering, Logistics

• second cycle degree (master’s degree, including MBA) with a practical profile: Tourism and Recreation, Management

• post-graduate studies – 11 courses + 12 MBA programs

Currently, there are over 1500 students studying at the University, while the number of WSH graduates reaches nearly 

10,000. WSH has an offer at all levels of education for students in both Polish and English languages and offers access 

courses (from holiday to annual).

We have students from 27 countries. In addition to language training and choosing the language of study (PL & ENG), the 

University offers a series of classes on interculturality and diversified development, work within an international business 

environment, learning Polish culture and getting to know the region (study tours), as well as sustainable development.

The main strategic objectives of the University were adopted by the Resolution No. 1 of January 20, 2015 of the Senate of 

the University of Business in Wroclaw on the Development Strategy of the University of Business in Wroclaw for the years 

2015-2020. The main determinant of the development of the University’s strategic objectives is the assumption that our 

country will adapt to a dynamically changing world and find its place and role in it by improving the functioning of public 

and private institutions and the development of entrepreneurship and education of young people for the international 

labour market. 

EDUCATION OFFER WSH

BACHELOR’S DEGREE ENGINEER DEGREE MASTER’S DEGREE

Polish English Polish English Polish English

Managmnet X X X X

Tourism and Leasure X X X X

Finance and Accounting X

Computer Science X X

Logistics X X

POSTGRADUATE 
STUDIES

MBA
 STUDIES

11
COURSES

5   PROGRAMS IN ENGLISH

7  PROGRAMS IN POLISH
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2  |  Our mission, vision and values

PILLARS OF SUCCESS

PILLARS OF SUCCESS

- over 20 years of academic tradition
- educating creative, motivated and responsible people with  

a business attitude
- practical and engaging study programs

long-term strategic objectives, setting out the leading directions of development

In harmony with our mission and vision, we have defined the core values, which are the fundamental elments of our 

strong organizational culture:

MISSION
We educate for business, close to practice,

internationally at a high level

BRAND CREATION
HIGH QUALITY OF 

PRACTICAL EDUCATION INTERNATIONALIZATION
SUSTAINABLE

DEVELOPMENT

- extensive cooperation with business partners
- compliance with tradition, values, tolerance and 

mutual respect
- credibility and integrity of conduct

Our vision: 

Internationally renowned business university - conducting studies for future leaders in various disciplines, including 

MBA studies, educating according to the highest standards. 

Practical university - cooperating with business environment partners in the field of didactics, as well as in the scientific 

sphere, strongly connected with the Lower Silesian business and local government environment.  

University of dynamic development - acting innovatively and creatively, open to changes, oriented towards constant 

progress and inspired by best practices. 

Campus University - operating in its own facility with teaching and scientific functions as well as a complex of facilities 

with sports, cultural and everyday life functions for students and external stakeholders. 

E-university - having modern and comprehensive communication with the whole world, to a large extent educating and 

servicing students online.  

University surrounded by friendly environment - having a developed network of contacts with various partners - other 

universities, businesses, public life institutions, authorities, foreign entities, graduates - who support and strengthen it.  

Open University – university without barriers and prejudices, which fosters diversity, mutual understanding, tolerance and 

respect. 

Sustainable University – which educates global citizens for sustainable development, offers new insights on urgent so-

cial, cultural, economic and environmental challenges and reduces the footprints of its operations. 

Our values: 
Foundations:

seeking
exellence

constant
development

thoughtful
leadership

honesty and
responsability

tolerance and 
inclusion

creativity and 
innovation

sustainability
and relevance

intergrity in
communication
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LONG-TERM strategic objectives in the pillar of success: 
sustainable development 

AREAS 
OF ACTIVITIES

STUDENTS
1. Strengthening the position of the university for everyone, without barriers. 
2. Building awareness of sustainable development among students. 

EMPLOYEES

3. The functioning of the University in accordance with the standards of 
sustainable development. 

4. Building awareness of sustainable development among employees. 
5. Scientific activity for sustainable development. 

EXTERNAL 
ENVIRONMENT

6. Proceeding accordingly to the standards of sustainable development.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

STUDENTS

1. Strengthening the position of the university for everyone, without barriers. 
1.1. Tolerance and acceptance of diversity 
1.2. Support and integration of diverse student populations. 
 
2. Building awareness of sustainable development among students. 
2.1. Engaging students in pro-ecological activities 
2.2. Study programs that take into account sustainable development 
2.3. Implementation of the „Universal Design” project 
Implementation of the project „Accessible University” for the benefit of students. 
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

EMPLOYEES

3. The functioning of the University in accordance with the standards of sustainable development. 
3.1. Implementation of pro-ecological standards within the framework of the management of the University 
3.2. Equality of university employees. 
 
4. Building awareness of sustainable development among employees. 
4.1. Engaging employees in pro-ecological activities 
4.2. Implementation of the „Universal Design” project for the University employees 
 
5. Scientific activity for sustainable development. 
5.1. Scientific research within CSR, sustainable development, management without barriers, tourism without 

barriers, sustainable development with tourism 
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

EXTERNAL 
ENVIRONMENT

6. Proceeding according to the standards of sustainable development. 
6.1. Taking into account the good practices of international organizations in the scope of cooperation and stan-

dards for the economic, social and natural environment of the University. 
6.2. CSR as a tool for managing the University in the external environment. 
Involvement and integration of activities into the local economy, environment and communities 
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The University of Business in Wrocław puts a great deal 
of effort into the development and implementation of the 
Sustainable Development and Corporate Responsibility. 
They are one out of four main pillars of the University, on the 
par with: Brand Creation, High Quality of Practical Education 
and Internationalization. The University strategy planned 
to be implemented for the years 2021 - 2025 is based and 
composed according to the sustainable goals and based 
on the four beneficial groups: students, employees, lo-
cal community and natural environment. Synergy, under-
standing, support, cooperation and development of those 
for dimension are principle for us. 

Sustainability and Social Responsibility 
are included in 4 dimensions  

SUSTAINABILITY

EMPLOYEES

MARKET & LOCAL COMMUNITY

support, integration, lack of 

barriers, equality, tolerance, 

mutual respect, ethics, family 

support, trust, mobility,

life-long learning

cooperation, support, use of region’s 

potential, innovation, quality, business

confidence, commitment

STUDENTS

education, support, 

equality, tolerance, mutual 

respect, ethics, no barriers, 

mobility, life-long learning

 

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

rationality, ecological standards,

efficiency
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Every year, the program curriculum is modernized and changed for the needs of the changing market and economy, new 

trends in technology and education. WSH constantly monitors and improves its learning process, while listening to both 

the voice of employees and students. Examples of such activities are emphasized on training in new technologies, inter-

nationalization, career development, leadership, sustainability and CSR. 

The University of Business in Wrocław aims to educate global citizens for sustainable development, offering new in-

sights on urgent social, cultural, economic and environmental challenges and reduces the footprints of its operations and 

strongly refers to assumptions of European Education Area. One of the main objectives is to promote equality and culture 

of tolerance, respect and ethics. 

We respect and teach sustainable development and economic, social, cultural and natural responsibility. In all pro-
gram curricula there is an emphasis on Social Corporate Responsibility and Sustainable Development: 

•  WSH is the University for all in terms of infrastructure, dedicated staff, program and educational tools and organization 

•  our students are offered the specialty in the Management: Sustainable Development and Corporate Social Responsi-

bility, where students gain knowledge in the courses such as: 

• Strategies and Instruments Contributing to Sustainable Development & CSR 

• Integrated Environmental Management (IEM) 

• Waste and Circular Economy 

• Green Human Resources Management (GHRM) 

• Ethics in Management, Sustainability Reporting 

•  to create awareness of Sustainability the University offers open MOOCs: Sustainable Development, Sustainable Tourism 

Development

•  during the education process students are engaged in local responsibility

•  there is a dedicated module of courses dedicated to sustainability in the WSH concept of education in the program 

curricula

•  as part of the study programs, WSH students can participate in courses such as:  

• Sustainable Development and CSR in Practice 

• Ethics in Business 

• CSR in Hospitality 

• Sustainable Tourism Development 

• Green Tourism 

• Ecolabeling  

• Ecology 

• Strategy of Sustainable Development and CSR 

• Integrated Environmental Management 

• Waste Management - Circular Management 

• Green Human Resources Management 

• Ethical Business Behavior 

• Reporting on Sustainable Development and CSR 

• Accessible Tourism 

• Cross-cultural communication 

3  |  Education 

The education system of the University of Business in Wrocław is distinguished by: 

•  high quality of education and constant improvement of the level of education 

•  the program is, continuously reviewed and improved  

•  lecturers and practitioners with extensive experience in education and business 

•  guest lectures with international experts 

•  individual approach to a student 

•  the practical nature of education in order to build responsible approach of students: 

• cooperation with local business in the creation of the Program Curricula – to educate for the needs of the local 

economy 

• 30 ECTS of internships – to build student’s awareness and self confidence in the future work life 

• 50% of practical forms of lectures 

• lectures outside the University – to build relevance, to get know better the everyday social and economic challenges 

• study tours – to understand the context of local environment 

• modules dedicated to Sustainable Development, Professional Career Tracking, New Market Trends and New Tech-

nologies 

•  programs based on the latest trends in the education and business market 

•  focus on innovations, creativity and sustainable development 

•  flexibility in the choice of subjects and specializations (including inter-departmental specializations) 

•  English-language based learning paths 

•  on Polish-language courses, 25% of classes in English on two levels of English proficiency.
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WSH also participates in a few initiatives – projects co-financed by the Europen Union, such as:

Wrocław studies online

The main objective of the project is the creation and implementation of four educational courses for students, constitut-

ing an additional element of the educational process at Bachelor’s or Master’s degree programs and one mass open edu-

cational course (MOOC) available to all volunteers, mainly secondary school students aged 17-19 years, and improvement 

of competences by min. 336 persons, including 178 women, in the period up to 31.05.2021.

This objective will be achieved if the following specific objectives are met:

•  development of 4 online educational courses for students

•  development of 1 open educational course for students

•  organization of a cycle of 5 online educational courses, in which min. 420 persons, including 222 K

•  their modernization and final evaluation

Project implementation period: 2019-07-01  / 2021-05-31

The main objective and specific objectives of the project will be achieved through the implementation of 5. tasks in the 

project:

1-4: creation and implementation of an educational course for students
1. TEAM LEADERSHIP MANAGERIAL TRAINING

2. INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER NETWORKS

3. SUSTAINALBE TOURISM DEVELOPMENT

4. BUSINESS IDEA

5. mass open educational course (MOOC): ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Key indicators in the project (in 
terms of achieved output):

•  Number of people who im-

proved competences in Euro-

pean Social Fund supported 

activities of the university - 

336 

•  Number of persons covered by 

European Social Fund support 

under educational programs 

with general academic or 

practical profile, adapted to 

the needs of the economy, la-

bour market and society - 420

•  Number of persons covered 

by educational courses with-

in the implementation of the 

third mission of the university 

- 420 

Universal Design Program

The main objective of the project is to improve the competences of 269 students (70% x 384 persons) of WSH in applying 

solutions based on the concept of universal design, which is to meet the current needs of the economy, labour market 

and society, and to improve the competences of 9 persons belonging to the teaching staff of the University (85% x 9 per-

sons) in teaching universal design, through:

•  modification of curricula at 3 faculties, introducing classes in universal design, enabling students to learn about the 

needs of people with disabilities and practical application of principles of universal design for products and services, 

majoring in:

--    Management

--    Tourism and Recreation

--    Computer Science

•  activities aimed at improving the didactic competences of the teaching staff - implementation of training courses for 

9 members of the teaching staff (6 women and 3 men) in order to effectively teach universal design

Project implementation period: 01.04.2020 / 30.09.2023

The target group consists of:

--    full-time undergraduate students of 

the Faculty of Management, Tourism 

and Recreation, Computer Science,

--    WSH teaching staff.

The main tasks in the project are:
TASKS. 1-4 MODIFICATION OF EDU-

CATION PROGRAMS IN MANAGEMENT, 

TOURISM AND RECREATION, COMPUT-

ER SCIENCE

TASKS. 5-6 ORGANIZATION AND REAL-

IZATION OF TRAININGS FOR THE STAFF

TASKS. 7-8 IMPLEMENTATION OF MODI-

FIED CURRICULA

Main results indicators:

•  Number of persons who improved 

competences - 269 persons,

•  Number of curricula where modules of 

universal design were introduced – 3

•  Number of university employees who 

improved their teaching competences 

thanks to European Social Fund sup-

port - 8 people.
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Accessible Wrocław University

The main objective of the project is to ensure that the university achieves a significant increase in accessibility for people 

with disabilities compared to the baseline by increasing the accessibility of internal processes, in particular recruitment, 

education and the conduct of scientific activities, in the period until 31.10.2023. 

This goal will be achieved through the implementation of 4 tasks in the area of:

•  architectural accessibility (task 2)

•  accessibility in terms of communication (tasks 2 and 3)

•  accessibility of administered websites (task 3)

•  accessibility of information technology tools (task 3)

•  accessibility of higher education procedures, introducing modifications to education curricula to ensure their accessi-

bility for students with disabilities (task 1)

•  a training plan for raising awareness and improving competences of university staff in the area of disabilities (task 4)

These tasks are included in all six areas of activities of the Accessible University Model, i.e:

--    Area 1. Organizational structure (task 1)

--    Area 2. Architecture (task 2)

--    Area 3. Supporting technologies (task 3)

--    Area 4. Procedures (task 1)

--    Area 5. Types of educational support (task 3)

--    Area 6. Disability awareness training (task 4)

Target group: 

In connection with the extension of the educational offer resulting from the current needs of the target group, the staff is 

faced with the necessity of developing and supplementing their competences in areas adjusted to the needs of students 

with disabilities. The project activities are directed at supporting organizational changes at the University, implementing 

reasonable adjustments to the didactic process, introducing disability management policy into the University’s strategy 

and raising awareness and competence of the University’s staff in the field of disability, which is to translate into ensuring 

accessibility of the University and its offer to students with disabilities (students with a certificate, students with dys-

functions but without a certificate/students who did not present a certificate). Consequently, indirect beneficiaries of the 

project, i.e. people who will benefit from the changes introduced thanks to the project funding, will be all those to whom 

the university’s offer will be addressed, i.e. primarily students and employees.

The project, within the framework of raising awareness and improving competences of the University staff in the scope 

of disability, assumes realisation of a series of trainings for the management and administrative/didactic staff, including 

foreign language teachers and physical education teachers. 

The major outcomes of the project:

•  the management and administrative staff of 10 (8 female + 2 male) will be trained to increase their awareness and 

competence in building disability friendly environment

•  technical staff will acquire competences in creating accessible websites and supporting users - persons with disabil-

ities in using supporting technologies available at the university.

In respect to its STUDENTS, the University puts emphasis on: education, good practice, ethics, no barriers, equality, diver-

sity, lifelong learning, international mobility. 

The milestones of the University’s policy geared towards the students are:

•  education for all 

•  bilingual education in Polish and English 

•  support language courses  

•  international days 

•  cross-cultural exchange 

•  international mobility programs 

•  promotion of internationalization

4  |  Student involvement  

•  equality in education 

•  support scholarships 

•  social, cultural and education support 

•  lifelong learning as one of our education goals 

•  openness and tolerance 

•  earning of sustainability and social responsibility
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5  |  Employees’ engagement  

In respect to its EMPLOYEES, the University puts emphasis on: integration, equality, ethics, family support, trust, lifelong 

learning, international mobility. 

Our employees are our strength. High quality employees who care about the standards, mission and stakeholders, have 

diverse backgrounds, have a clear notion of what quality means to our institution, and who possess the skills, attitudes 

and opportunities needed to make their own personal contributions to improve institutional quality standards are essen-

tial for us to build united community of the University. There is also Code of Ethics for Employees. 

WSH has a well-defined policy of caring about its employees, both academic and administrative staff:

•  dedicated insurance for WSH employees 

•  medical care - WSH employees have the private package of medical care for a symbolic 3 PLN / month (less than 1 EUR) 

which also may be extended for their families 

•  sport cards “Benefit” – WSH employees may use for free wide range of sport and leisure facilities 

•  integration meetings, study tours, events and parties (e.g. Christmas, May Picnic, party welcoming new academic year) 

•  dedicated events for kids and families of WSH employees (e.g. May Picnic, Santa Claus Party) 

•  lifelong learning program for employees (conferences, trainings, language courses, motivation meetings, work in the 

international environment, cross-cultural communication, etc.) 

•  support for disabled employees 

•  mobility programs 

•  friendly and trustworthy environment (in our University we have a bunch of employees who work here from the begin-

ning of the university existence and many with the WSH seniority of 10 years and more) 

•  the politics of employee promotion 

 

The University of Business in Wroclaw aims to educate citizens of the world for sustainable development, offering new 

insights on urgent social, cultural, economic and environmental challenges and reduces the footprints of its operations. 

We work bilingually (Polish and English) as well as we provide the education in both languages. Moreover, we want our 

students to fully adapt and integrate with local environment and the Polish culture.  

Our challenge for the closest future – the academic year 2020/21 is implementation and successful management of the 

new project from the EU funds titled “Universal Design”. We want all of our four dimensions of activity to be accessed, 

understood and used to the greatest extent possible by all people regardless of their age, size, ability or disability. Our 

building is already adapted to the needs on the people with disability, but we want to improve our environment to meet the 

needs of all people who wish to use it, to be fully accessible, usable, convenient and a pleasure to use. 

WSH has undertaken a lot of initiatives involving students, which are focused on spreading the idea of sustainable devel-

opment, such as:

--   Collection of plastic bottle caps - a broad action aimed at helping a boy in need by collecting bottle caps. In several 

places at the University there were created special containers, where students and employees could throw bottle 

caps. The help brought great results, as many people also brought caps collected at home, so the containers were 

filled very quickly.  

--   EKO Week - an intensive pro-environmental campaign in social media and at the seat of the University. It consisted 

in making students and employees aware of the need for pro-environmental actions (sorting garbage, not throwing 

garbage into forests/sea, etc.) by hanging posters with information and graphic elements of animals harmed by hu-

man activities.  
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WSH employees – both academics and administration staff - are engaged in many initiatives and projects, such as:

--   Universal Design - by participating in trainings for academics and administration staff through courses (e.g. university 

for all, management for all, tourism for all). Regular meetings are organized for staff and students regarding expe-

rience, knowledge and understanding of different forms and stages of disability and exclusion by considering the 

diverse needs and abilities of all. 

--   Exchange of gadgets for EKO - as part of the “Green WSH” campaign, in which the Marketing Department ordered 

all promotional materials made of ecological and recycled materials. Thus, pens made of bamboo or recycled card-

board, bookmarks and cards also made of recycled paper, and flyers made of recycled paper are given as gifts.  

--     Saving paper - the WSH authorities analysed the paper consumption in each department. The results led to a decision 

to make more use of electronic documents and also to reuse paper more efficiently. In this way printed sheets on one 

side could serve as surfaces for notes or proofs, which leads to less wastepaper production. 

--   orting garbage - containers for sorting garbage (general, paper, plastic, glass) were set up at the main points of the 

university and marked with colors and signs, as well as posters were hung above them informing what to put in which 

bin and how to deal with the waste. 

--   “Śmiecionerzy” (Garbagenaires) – the Marketing Department together with the Student Council prepared a video 

based on the program “Millionaires”, in which students had some waste and had to determine which containers to 

throw it into. The aim was to encourage students to sort garbage in a humorous way and to show them which trash 

should go into which garbage can. Hardly anyone knew that the popular tax receipt is not made of paper, which means 

it must go in the general waste.  

6  |  External engagement   

In respect to it’s the LOCAL COMMUNITY, the University puts emphasis on: support, using local potential and partnership, 

social and community commitment, innovations, trust in business, social activities. 

The University of Business in Wrocław cooperates with local business, community, all levels of education institutions, 

governmental and non-governmental institutions. Our students have the possibility of volunteering services for local 

community. We organize volunteering initiatives to support our local economic, social, cultural and natural environment.

We lead numerous initiatives to exchange effective practices, integrate and support our partners, such as:

•  Supporting local business communities and organizations (e.g. Lower Silesian Tourism Organization, Lower Silesian 

Voivodship Office; NGOs: Krzywy Komin Center for Professional Development. Lower Silesian Foundation for Enterprise 

Development, etc.; organizations consociating entrepreneurs - Lower Silesian Chamber of Commerce, Olympic Busi-

ness Club, etc.).

•  Organization of World Enterprise Weeks - events aimed at familiarizing secondary school students with current chal-

lenges on the labour market, ways to stimulate imagination and creativity among students; they have the opportunity 

to meet with experts in their fields; such meetings are an opportunity to familiarize themselves with the offer of studies 

and fields of study conducted at WSH and attract new candidates from Poland to study.

•  Connecting WSH to the Lower Silesian Science Festival (DFN), which is a popular science event organized every year in 

September. DFN is addressed to all those interested in science, culture, art and interesting phenomena of the world 

around us. Participation in this festival is a distinction for WSH, and thanks to the planned events there is a real chance 

to attract potential candidates to study at WSH.

•  Cooperation with the leaders of the national and local economy: Monopol Hotel, Organique, Polish Post Office, Impel 

Business etc.

•  Cooperation with local entrepreneurs and organizations, e.g. Lower Silesian Chamber of Commerce, “Olympic” Busi-

ness Club, Panthers Wroclaw, ZEC Service, etc.

•  Cooperation with public institutions: Lower Silesian Tourist Organization. In the academic year 2017/18 WSH reactivated 

its cooperation with high schools and post-secondary schools within the framework of the “Young Hermes” project.

•  Volunteerism for the needs of local environment (e.g. “Precious Package”, Wroclaw Hospice, Wroclaw Pound).
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WSH bases its activities in the field of education and cooperation with the local environment by adapting its activities 
to regional strategies and guidelines: 

--   Lower Silesian Voivodeship Development Strategy 2020, online:http://www.umwd.dolnyslask.pl/fileadmin/user_up-

load/Regional Development/SRWD/SRWD_2020-final.pdf 

--   Lower Silesian Voivodeship Development Strategy 2030 (PROJECT) online:http://www.umwd.dolnyslask.pl/fileadmin/

user_upload/RegionalDevelopment/SRWD/project_strategy/Projekt_Strategy_Development_Development_Delivery_

Dolnoslaskie_2030.pdf 

--   Strategy of Wrocław 2030 online: https://www.wroclaw.pl/rozmawia/strategia/Strategia_2030_2str.pdf 

--   The latest reports, such as Trends in IT for 2018 (source: No Fluff Jobs) or Labour Market of specialists in the second 

quarter of 2018 (source: Pracuj.pl) indicate that in Poland there are 50 thousand and in Europe 500 thousand IT special-

ists missing, and IT employees are the third group of specialists sought after most often on the labour market

--   Reports on the economy’s demand for graduates of specific fields of study and the skills they should acquire in the ed-

ucation process: Final report of Agrotec Polska entitled: “The Polish economy in the world”; “Analysis of the economy’s 

demand for graduates of key faculties in the context of the implementation of the Europe 2020 strategy”

--   Research conducted in the Lower Silesian Voivodship, which shows that freight forwarders and logisticians are in short 

supply: Occupational Barometer 2018, Report summarizing the survey in the Lower Silesia Voivodship, Voivodship La-

bour Office in Kraków, Kraków, 2017

--    Opinions of Lower Silesian employers who are looking for specialists with a high level of professional knowledge, skills 

and experience: Lower Silesian regional employment action plan for 2018 - February 2018, Annex to Resolution No. 

5423/V/18 of the Lower Silesian Voivodship Board of 29 May 2018

--   Research on labour market trends, in which it was pointed out that among the specialisations sought by enterprises 

there is the area of logistics and purchasing, and - as the aforementioned research shows - employers are looking for 

candidates with foreign language skills (including English), specialists in logistics process optimisation and specialists 

in supply chain process management: Challenges in the labour market expectations and development; Wage report 

2018; Labour market trends, HEYS 2018 

7  |  Care about natural environment    

The concern of members of the WSH community (students, staff, external environment) for the environment is  
expressed in particular in terms of:  

•  implementation of the “think local act global” principle 

•  waste management 

•  energy and water efficiency 

•  respecting nature 

•  respecting environmental standards 

We put into practice and want our community members to act according to the rule: “Think Local, act Global”. Every year 

WSH celebrates the International Earth Day with guest lectures, workshops and meetings concerning the future of our 

Planet. 

This academic year we first time organized for the first time (and are going to put it in the schedule of the academic year) 

“ECO WEEK”, during which our students can take part in lecturers about eco cosmetics, food and eco style of life and can 

learn and implement best practice in sustainable development. 
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8  |  Research  

Sustainability & CSR Dimension of the University aim to play the leading role in implementation and creating awareness 

of Sustainability and its economic, social, cultural and environmental role in everyday life through our research activities 

and knowledge development.   

There are three established academic departments at WSH: the Department of Computer Science, the Department of 

Tourism and Recreation and the Department of Management, Finance and Accounting. Our academics represent inter-

disciplinary fields of studies, because of the business profile the management discipline is the leading one, but second 

science discipline at the WSH is Environmental Sciences, represented by 25% of academics.  

The University of Business in Wroclaw is practice oriented University. Scientific activity is not a leading, but important, 

premise of the university’s activity. The University focuses on practical education and close contact with local business. 

The faculty contributions in research and teaching material development consistent with the stated mission and strategic 

focus of the institution regarding sustainability and CSR.  

In terms of academic research our staff carry out research and realize scientific publications regarding:  

•  accessibility research:  

• tourism accessibility of accommodation estab-

lishments

• tourism products for people with disabilities

•  cross-cultural and diversity issues:  

• intercultural differences in competency manage-

ment

• diversity and inclusion in the workplace 

• the role of leadership in creating an inclusive 

culture of diversity 

• managing diversity

• multicultural heritage as a tourism product

•  the impact on natural environment:  

• the impact of micro and small enterprises on 

natural environment

• tourism in the protected areas 

•  sustainable development and ecology:  

• the impact of sustainable development regarding 

election decisions of local society

• ecological aspects of tourism development

• national and ethnic minorities

• immigrants as a valuable workforce.  

 

Between 2015 and 2020, WSH scientific staff published 245 

peer-reviewed papers, including 20 books. In the last 5 

years we have focused on the topic classified as below.

The University management operates according to Waste and Circular Economy. Students and staff are able to use recy-

cling bins and read information posters how to take care of environment and safe energy and water. 

Digitization at the University helps us to reduce paper consumption. Majority of our study materials are available in a dig-

ital version. 

We use energy saving solutions (e.g. electronic equipment with eco certificates, fluorescent lamps reducing power con-

sumption) and solutions reducing water consumption (e.g. aerators on water faucets, springs with drinking water). 

By 2025 we plan to introduce environmental standards resulting from the analysis of good practices by international or-

ganisations, which has been included in the WSH Development Strategy until 2025. 

The University also leads different initiatives connected with care regarding natural environment such as: 

--    “replace your garbage-bin with the flower”

--    collecting food and necessary equipment for local animal shelter

--    organizing guest lectures in Wroclaw ZOO to promote knowledge and understanding of life of wild animals. 
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In terms of science projects:  

--    Conditions, present state and development perspectives of tourism for disabled people in Central European countries 

– the University of Business as the leader of the project 2015 – 2018, in the cooperation with: University of Pannonia, 

Hungary, Polytechnic College in Jihlava, the Czech Republic. Project carried out by employees of the Department of 

Tourism and Recreation. In cooperation with scientific teams, a model instruction manual for essential research on 

tourism needs of people with disabilities was developed in 5 languages: Polish, English, German, Czech and Hun-

garian. Research was also carried out to determine model guidelines for adaptation of tourist facilities to the needs 

of people with disabilities in Lower Silesia. Research was conducted on the potential of cultural tourism as the main 

element in the development of cognitive tourism for people with disabilities. 

--    Leisure time of residents of Wroclaw and its use for recreation and tourism - project implemented in 2016-2018 by em-

ployees of the Department of Tourism and Recreation. Data were obtained on leisure time resources during a typical 

weekday with the dominance of busy time, leisure time resources during weekends and the vacation and vacation 

period. Using indicators accepted in the literature, important data were also obtained on the amount of time used 

not only within individual groups and subgroups of leisure time activities, but also within individual types of activities 

in subgroups. Data have also been collected on not only the range of participation in recreational, tourist, and sports 

forms of leisure time, but also its frequency and intensity. Important data has also been obtained on needs, moti-

vation, beliefs, and satisfaction with the use of leisure time, with particular emphasis on the use of leisure time for 

recreation, tourism, and sport. A trend in the role of recreation, tourism and sport in the formation of contemporary 

leisure lifestyles was also established. 

--    Women in management and human resource management in temporary work (Poles vs. immigrants from Ukraine) - 

project implemented in 2016- 2018 by the staff of the Department of Management in cooperation with the business 

environment (Otto Workforce Poland company). Research was also conducted on women in management and human 

resource management in temporary work (Poles vs. immigrants from Ukraine). It was a quantitative-qualitative re-

search, based on a questionnaire survey among 372 employees - immigrants from Ukraine. Relationships between 

responses and gender of respondents were established using the V-Kramer contingency coefficient.

--    Necessary changes in human resource management, resulting from changes in the business environment, serving 

the sustainable development of organizations - a project implemented in 2016- 2018 by the staff of the Department 

of Management.

--    Diversity management in organizations - state of implementation, areas, benefits and problems - project implement-

ed in 2016- 2018 by the employees of the Department of Management. In the course of the research task, literature 

research and statistical analyses of the existing relationships of gender equality of opportunity in organizations, the 

labor market, in the economy, in management and decision-making with the development of a knowledge-based 

economy were performed. In particular, statistical analyses of the relationship between the Knowledge Economy 

Index (KEI/Education) and the Gender Equality Index (GEI/Women Empowerment) were conducted. 

--    Teal Organisations in the age of Economy 4.0 - an international project carried out in 2020 by the staff of the Depart-

ment of Management, Finance and Accounting and the Department of Tourism and Recreation. The project leader 

was AFiB Vistula (Academy of Finance and Business) in Warsaw. The aim of the research was to show that modern 

companies manifest in their actions and management the attributes of turquoise organizations, however, the degree 

of their occurrence depends on many different factors. The survey (CAWI, PAPI) was conducted in 10 countries (Poland, 

USA, GB, India, Georgia, Hungary, Greece, Spain, Germany, Slovakia).  

In terms of the organization of conferences:  

--    The Time of Women, 2017   

--    International Waste Management Forum - Europe on the energy path waste utilization and their separate collection, 

2017  

--    Geoparks in Poland as important destinations for educational tourism – condition and perspectives, 2015  

--    Economy and Labor Market against Immigrants in the perspective of 2030, 2015  

--    II Lower Silesian Congress of Women in Wroclaw under the banner of “Women Potential of Lower Silesia”, 2015  

--    Gender equality in human capital management - Lower Silesia against the international background, 2015  

--    Tourism Role in the Regional Economy – 2016, periodic international conference organized by the Department of 

Tourism and Recreation
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Applicable character of the research:  

--   “Invite Hotel as the leader in sustainable development” – the work of the WSH researchers for Invite Hotel regarding 

strategy of the sustainable development, under the project Municipal Program of Supporting Partnership for Higher 

Education and Science and the Economic Activity Sector, name of the project: Invite Hotel as a leader in creating in-

tegrated tourist products and using new technologies among Wroclaw’s accommodation establishments 01.10.2017 

- 30.09.2018  

--   “Problem of gender and national minorities in the corporations” – the work of the WSH researchers for Otto Work Force 

Poland under the project Municipal Program of Supporting Partnership for Higher Education and Science and the 

Economic Activity Sector, name of the project - Problems of enterprises related to the lack of employees with spe-

cific competences and their attitude towards temporary work agencies, including, inter alia, personnel consulting 

01.10.2017 - 30.09.2018  

--    WSH team from the Tourism Department are the coordinators of the Strategy Development of Lower Silesia Tourism 

Organization 2021-25, one of the WSH team success is the implementation of Sustainable Development as one of 

the success pillars of the organization, we manage to convince the Board how important it is for local economy and 

society! 

   

  

The Sustainability Board will initiate work to develop strategic research directions in sustainability with corporate social 

responsibility for the coming years. 

9  |  Knowledge share 
– you are welcome to use our knowledge, 
experience and best practice 

We are sure that you know and follow websites and social media of many international organizations famous for their 

sustainable engagement and knowledge share, such as National Geographic, Discovery, ONZ, Sir David Attenborough, etc. 

There are also many other great sources of the education materials, that our staff uses for the lectures. Check some of 

them out! 

We guess you are using Facebook :) Find there and World Economic Forum and follow them for research, insight and anal-

ysis on global issues very much focused on Sustainable Development, with great short movies which tell you a lot what is 

going on with our Erath every single day! 

The World Economic Forum is the International Organization for Public-Private Cooperation. The Forum engages the 

foremost political, business, cultural and other leaders of society to shape global, regional and industry agendas. It was 

established in 1971 as a not-for-profit foundation and is headquartered in Geneva, Switzerland. It is independent, impartial 

and not tied to any special interests. The Forum strives in all its efforts to demonstrate entrepreneurship in the global 

public interest while upholding the highest standards of governance. Moral and intellectual integrity is at the heart of 

everything it does. 

As they write about themselves: “We believe that progress happens by bringing together people from all walks of life who 

have the drive and the influence to make positive change.” 

Find out more at: 
https://www.weforum.org/about/world-economic-forum  

 

 

If you want to: 

•  Find your misconceptions 

•  Understand a changing world 

•  See the reality behind the data 

Check this website: 
https://www.gapminder.org/about/  
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Gapminder Foundation was founded in 2005 by Ola Rosling,  Anna Rosling Rönnlund  and  Hans Rosling in Sweden. In 

2006, Hans gave his first TED talk, called, “The best statistics you’ve ever seen”. It became one of the most watched TED 

talks ever. Gapminder does not award any grants. It is an operating foundation that provides services as defined by the board, 

sometimes in collaboration with universities, UN organizations, public agencies, and non-government organizations. 

 

As they write about themselves: 

“Our mission is to fight devastating ignorance with a fact-based worldview everyone can understand.” 

You can also do something completely else :)

You can, as we did, adopt an animal from the ZOO or any other organization, which is taking care 

of wildlife!

Become a shark in business! 

WSH society have decided to undertake a symbolic adoption of a Blackfin Shark. We started the cooperation with Wrocław 

Zoological Garden - apart from the monthly payment for the care of the shark, we run an information campaign through 

our social media channels about the threat of extinction of this species and why it is threatened and what we can do to 

prevent it. Our animal is the lady and it is also part of our promotion campaign. 



www.handlowa.eu




